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Bookstore dorms to vend condoms
l

installed in men's and women's
restrooms in Towers and Chaffee
residence halls. Morrison and
Driscoll halls will have their
machines in the laundry rooms.
Prices for condoms are still

By Melanie Delan
• Staff Writer
A once-rejected proposal to put
condom machines in residence hall
restrooms was approved Monday,
Dec. 2.
The proposal was passed .
unanimously by Student Residential Life and was later given the
final OK by Boise State University
Acting President Larry Selland last
week.
The bill was proposed last year
but was tabled because of a lack
of interest on the part of students
and the administration, said Tina
Fletcher, information director of
Sexual Awareness for Everyone.
"We revisited the issue and
decided it was a matter of responsibility," Selland said.
Condom machines will now be

fund, he said.
The Bookstore and Student
Health Services are also selling
condoms. The Bookstore is offering three types of Trojan-brand
condoms for 50 cents each. The
student health center is selling
condoms for 10 cents each.
Some students said they think
installation of condom machines
will reduce the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases, including the
H1V virus. Others suggested that
students may be more receptive
about having safer sex if condoms
are made available for purchase in
a discrete manner. "People are
afraid to go and buy them:' said
Jennifer Stark, a Towers resident
adviser. "It's a humiliating
experience."
Selland said he did not

being negotiated, said Al Hooten,
associated vice president of
Financial Affairs. All of the proceeds from the sale of condoms
will go into an AIDS education

Condom .sense
By Melanie Delao
Staff Writer
AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases are on the rise in Idaho.
Idaho will not be excluded from the recent surge of STD's that is expected to affect the United States, according to reports by the Central
District Health Department of the Idaho Department of Health. Cur~ntly, 107 cases of AIDS have been recorded in Idaho, according to a
biweekly report issued by the Central District Health Department More
cases are expected to be reported, the report noted.
The number of individuals who have tested positive for the mv virus
is just as alarming. The October biweekly report issued by the Central
District Health Department reported 321 Hlv-positive cases in Idaho.
see STDs on back

see Condoms
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Support group members nurture
parents of murdered children
By Anna Fritz
Special to the Arbiter
Beth West's son Randy was a
week shy of his 24th birthday
when he was kidnapped in 1980
from the Boise grocery store
where he worked. His body was
found:six months later. His kiner,

o..'kiI1ers;hl1ve'neveroeen'fQWul·· .
"It was quite hard for Us," Mrs.
West said. "We had no one to tum
to! There were no such things as
victim support groups back then."
There were 21,500 homicides in
the United States in 1989 and 26
homicides in Idaho. Although well
below the national average, the
Idaho murder rate is more than just
a statistic. There are countless human beings behind those numbers,
and those people have joined together in the ever-growing victims
rights movement
Mrs. West and her husband
Ralph are co-presidents of the
Idaho Capital Chapter of Parents
of Murdered Children (POMC).
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Robert MacNeil of the MacNeiljLehrer News
Hour addresses a crowd in a speech for Idaho
Public Television Tuesday, Dec. 3

They have been in the group since
the first meeting in October 1990.
"We thought we could help
others," Mrs. West said. "We
survived, and they can too; but
they need each other. They need
support"

,' ;.P,Q:¥S

~.sanati()l\alorganiza-

.'

The main focus of both the national group and the local chapter
is ongoing emotional support for
families and friends of murder
victims. These survivors suffer
more than usual grief following
the death of a loved one.
..'. "I don't think YO\l ever get over

....•tion,that .Was· sr4rted.in"l978'1I'j:'~'4·<'~~Mti;;W'at~j:~i~~'0'i',''''''S

Cincinnati by a couple whose
daughter was murdered.
The Idaho Capital Chapter was
founded by VaLynn Mathie and
Linda Owsley. Both women had
lost a child to homicide. Anldaho
Statesman article gave them some
exposure, and the group became
"We thought we could
help others. We survived,
and they can too; but they
need each other. They need
support."
-Beth West

IOlofanger; everi'Mter'auihis'
time. But each of us deals with it
in a different way."
Survivors must deal with police, lawyers, reporters and the
criminal justice system. They
have to hear the details of the
murder over and over again. They
have to accept that someone deliberately killed their loved one.
They have to stand by as convicted killers sometimes receive
light sentences or get off altogether. They have to endure the
countless appeals.

see P.OM.C. on back

official. They now have 57 members.

Students get bent out of shape
By Laura Allison and
Regina Lesperance
Staff Writers
It started off with 20 to 30
people scrunched into the middle
of a board covered with green,
yellow, blue and red dots.
As appendages and colors were
called out by the announcer, the
participants thinned out to a flexible few. With their bodies being
curved into' various positions resembling huinan pretzels, these
brave souls struggled to survive in
the game of Twister.
"We've been loddng forward to
it for a long time," said Denise
Bunch, a sophomore at BSU.
The idea was established by the
Residence Hall As$OCiationas a

fonnof entertainMent' to help re-

lieve the pressure of finals. Members frorit the ResideriCe Housing
.Association
spent .two nights
painting 750 dots on a25 X 30 foot

plastic sheet. Shawna Hanel,
president of RHA, said she was
proud of the eff<Xtto get the project
started. "A lot of people worked
to get this together, and they were
a great bunch of people to work
with," she said.
The event was held in the Jordan Ballroom C from 2 p.m, to 5
p.m. on Saturday.
About 45
people of all ages showed up to try
their hand at head-to-toe' combat
with people they'd never met before. Rhonda Ford, an eighth
grader said she enjoyed the game
despite the entanglement of legs
and arms. "It's kind of hard, but
it's fun." she said.
Snacks were available for victims of Twister to nibble on, and
punch and water to revive their
stamina. ·The winners of each
game were given a prize, and
awards were handed out for various abilities such as most flexible.

Photo by Jessica Dorris

Students contorted theIr bodies in a giant game of Twister saturday.
'

The Twister committee was
chaired by Chris HaskeI and Eldon
Delos Santos, who also acted as
referees for the game. Haske! said
he thought the game was successful in its campus premier. He said

he is excited about future plans.

"It's going really well and it should
grow."
The Twister game board will be
available for clubs, organizations
and olher campus activities to use.

"We'd like to use it at halftime
of Ihe basketball games and again
in the SlXingfor finals week," said
Renee Waters, an RHA member
frorit Chaffee Hall.
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Safe,'se~A': pathetic joke
, j:~f w~k,~o~

s~~

'(jn1~er-' , 'lhemain message that has evolved
si,tj.~Oted t6:allow, thep,a~eilt
'Ollt of his tnigedy is that sex is all
of condom Jjla~lUneson camPUS:, light, as long as' one person is
'rlieinajoritYofstiJdentsagree)vi!h
' wearing a condom. ,Think about
,~ d,~is.i0'l, just as tl)e' ~ajoiity' ' 'this:' would' you have sex with a
:of ~,tU~e~tsb,e1i~v~*~'<'~e,~ll:',
'person that you knew was infected
:se~~il! iJ}ttI'CQUrse. ~~iIe.usmg, a with the HIV'virus, as long as one
-condom, fpr.~Xanil?le, is the best of you wore a condom? I bet that
:al~~v~lO
llrowcta person from ' when it came down to the moment
:a sexiially-ttansmitted disease."
, of truth, most of us wouldeall a cab,
: The 'phras'e"'sare' sex'; is
and rightfully so. Who in their right
:ollYJl!pfQn. Those two words don't
mind would put their life on the line
:~!orig'm. thr Same Sentence. There for a temporary thrill? Apparently,
:Iu!$'~ev~[ ¥en, ~d I doubt there quite a few of us. ,
:~~rr~ver ,~" anything '~e about 'Speaking for the male half of the
:sell; . ,:. ' .. ' :' " ," , ,
' planet, I can say that when things
: <;o~~OI,ns ar!"not 100 pe~e~1t ,get hot between two people, most,
,efTec~ye~. n) had to. gamble wi~ , not all males' would be willing to
· my"lif~; a 9Ope~Qfs~CceSs m~ 'be dipped in motor oil while sing'wouldit:f irit~re~fme~ .For that ' iog the Bavarian national anthem
•rIJ~~~~,
!l~j\ti~r ~oul,iJ:~ 9.9:~~~
, ,in order to,have ~x, ,This .is not a
sl}cc~,rate. ¢all me ~l?ld,but,
gender trait that I.am particularly
I whenit CPlneS,tO I!IY life, I'dhave , "proud of. ' "
:to 1iol,d-QptrOr)~rPercent e(fec~ , The majority of guys would, and
: ti'v~ne~s" . , ' , :: : .. ,"',' ,. ..' 'do; use any line or persuasive tac, 'UnfQrtunately; or'fortunately,
tic in ordei'toget up cIose and per:d¢\jeridin'goil:ooy's Position'on sex,' Sonal with a woman. My personal
:(n'op'4r1 .in~~nd.ed),there is no favorite is the ~'prove your love"
:spermicide, pill, sponge, injeCtion, statement. "Baby, if you REALLY
:condom, or, CatCher's.'miu that is love me...... I always wondered,
: 100' pefl:en~effective; besideS, of why is it that females never seem
:cQJ.II'~; yV~rybOdY~s'friend" ;tbs,ti- to use that line? "Baby, if you re:nt;nc~:',AMtin~ric,e ·i.s'¢e~die,
ally love me, YOU WOULDN'T
, H3.'!KeIlQ(pi'ev~rition.' Y bur' par-" , tEA VE THE SEAT UP!" Perhaps
,entS 'love
but aiinosr everyone,' they should. '
,else thinks it' Sridiculolis. '
We need to admit that "safe sex"
A recent nationw~de survey is a pathetic joke. "Safer sex" is a
aSked'men:,imd' women fortheitmuch
more accurate phrase. I sepiCk ,oftl1ebest way to prevent the riously doubt that having condoms
sp'rC;!dim~.9f ~exuill!y·traiis_mi,tte4_ "more accessible to students will
:di~~.(
.9:V~t.So:~~,y.tit!'~~'~~' ":"increase ~tl)~,~~X~a:~~ity o,f s~u~"
women respondCdWilli aostirience, dents, or faculty and staff, for mat
: while ever 6(J perecht· OPthe mcn " matter. We need to admit, though;'
·poned responded by ~ying-tha't the' : that tossing condoms around to
:best prevention was the wearing of prevent sellually-transmitted dis:acandom~ ,'.
", 'easesissimplyaknee-jerkresponse
: You don '1 need to be Masters or, that will prove ineffective.
.Johnson to see from that statistic
(Todd Sholty is a columnist/or
,that'there is' a difference between
the
Arbiter, and he is politically
'men:and w6inen. '."
.
: 'Witli'all:dfth'e intense coverage influenced by Lyndon LaRouche
of Magic JohnsolH)Ver the past and the New Kids on the Block)
month-,.iCs interesting' to see that
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Celebrate the holidays with the
homeless
before Christmas. If it were not for
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The 'Arbud is "!he' -officil"sludent Jiewipaper of Boise State Univenity. It is
pUbliJhcd:e~ch'Tuesda:y dUring' fan and springsemeller.
The publisher is !he
New_~p,er. A'ch!is0JY,Bpar!! ..:The .dviser is Dan-Morris. ,The opinions expreued
in '1)I.~~!~it.!';
..~ tJ1os~!'ttl!e,~9n
.nd.writen and do not n,*uarity
represent
t~e yi~i:"S~f
".
,9~f!c~1 ~re,t,~t~,
at)6<P ~ Uniyenity ,~rive, Boise, Idaho, 82725. Our
(etephone numb'er is (208) 345-8204 and ouifaicimile is (208)·385-8797.
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the afflictions of the children in the
welfare shelters of Washington D.C.
and New York City, our television
channels would be stuck with the
redundant cover stories about the
quaint appearance of President Bush
and his wife at a mall. charging a few
gifts for their grandchildren or endless shots of the festively lit houses
on Warm Springs Avenue.
So, in a fmal act of unintended
benefaction, the poor who sell blood
to our hospitals (and in tum, us) in
order to feed their starving children
and receive tax benefits simultaneously give us meaningful conclusions for the 6 o'clock news and a
conscience that won't quit. Are you
in the mood for caroling?
Now, before I get bombarded
with your opinions on this touchy,
almost

COOb'Oversiai

subject;

ll110w ,

me to clear my name for those of you
who think that I should practice what
I preach. I am lucky to never have
been on the receiving end, only the
giving. Lending a generous hand to
the homeless and less fortunate can
do a lot for those individuals and
families. A hell of a lot By contributing to a genuine holiday that will
make the Holidays a little more special, let's go out of our way to give
to those who are far less fortunate
than ~, even if it's a Saran-wrapped
Christmas meal from your table.
This is not an act for your
conscience's peace. It~s for the true
Christmas spirit and what this special holiday actually stands for.

Letters to the Editor

Staff
Theresa Just
Katy KreUer
Robert Waldron
Veronica Selway
Kathleen Cressler
Matt Fritsch
Richard York
Art Hodgson
SIBnOliver
Salina Scott
KristyHarris
M.C.Miller

Edilor, , ,

,
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..

What a beautiful piece of architecture!

the alarming number of those homeless that have not even reached their
eighteenth birthday. However, it is
Christmastime and people seem to be
a bit more generous, you know,
tossing a few pennies in a Salvation
Army bellrinID:f's
bucket when
leaving Boise Towne Square. In addition, an interview with a bellringer
on Channel 2 News last week stated
that giving was drastically reduced
as opposed to previous years.
As with many chilly northern
columnist
Shelby Reno
U.S. cities. when cold winds sweep
Each morning as I race to the through Boise, the' sight of a homecampus from chaotic downtown, I less person gives us reason for
see a bearded man approximately 50 immediate gratitude that we have
to 60 years old, blanket tucked un- adequate shelter and also gives us
der arm, trekking to the Mission six reason for yielding sympathy for
blocks from his dwelling under the those who, unlike us, are sleeping in
bridge. Most would not refer to such the streets. If we sincerely cared, of
course, we would ()pen our doors and
a place as a home fit for anyone"but
his living choices:are iimi~, ,In the l invitethenHnto our, hQmeIl,fumish-,
four- Qlonthslh~, I. hl!-ve se~n ,him: ing them with a memorable Christstroll to the building ,thatsports a mas meal and companionship. We
neon "Jesus Saves" sign, not a single don't. We keep our doors tightly
locked. 'Tis the season ....
soul among the mass of executives
We instead donate what we
walking from car to business building
don't
need (don't want) to those who
has given him the slightest
acknowledgement I think to myself have agreed to keep their distance
that this man is not alone. The na- from our abode of celebration. We
tional survey in 1989 reports that feel superficially relieved that we
there are over three million more out have done a bit of good by lavishly
decorating privileged Christmas trees
there like him.
We all have a conscience and with tinsels, garlands, and shiny balls
my intent is not to weigh yours down. and displaying modest and humble
Letters Policy:
Nativity scenes on end tables.
We reserve the right to edit for We've been bombarded with one too
The homeless give the media a
grammar and libelous content Let- many statistics in regard to the
hostof
vehement symbolic narratives
homeless
population,
such
as
the
ters must include your signature and
number of homeless that die each that seem appropriate, a necessity
telephone number for verification.
Send letter to The Arbiter, 1603 Vz year from disease or starvation and during the magical. bustling weeks
Univer;ity Drive. Boise. 10. 83725.

.i~,:
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ArtlIodgson

again. They make a profit and I am
screwed out of my hard-earned
money. I think not. I'm 'going to
Well, I read the letter in the last, register the book with thestudent-run
Albiterissue.
You know, the one service currently being advertised on
telling us to speak out if we get campus. They'll sell my book and
help me buy used copies of the book
screwed by BSU. Wdl,Igotscrewed
I need for next semester, and for
and I'm speaking out
I bought a textbook a month or so every semester after that,' if I have
ago. I thought it would improve my anything to say about it
The Bookstore has a captive
grade in a class. I bought it on a Friconsumer. I'm talking about the
day. I didn't open it aU weekend
(what am I, a nerd?) and I looked it stiJdent They know we have to buy
over the next Monday and decided I out text books at the Bookstore. They
didn't want it Incidentally; it also had don't have to be nice or even fair
a page falling out of it I took it back about their policies. Well, this new
to the bookstore and waited for 20 service may change that We don't
minutes for someone to help me. have to put up with this cmp. We
When someone finally got to me, I don't have to buy our pencils, pens,
was told that the policy at the paper, office supplies, art supplies,
Bookstore was to only allow returns non-text books, computer supplies,
up to 48 hours after purchase except or any other supplies at the Bookstore.Maybe we don't have to buy
at the beginning of the semester.
They graciously offered to buy the our books there, either. I know I'm
book back at about half what I paid not buying anything there that I can
possibly get anywhere else. Maybe
for it Sure. And then they can'glue
that pasebackinand
sell the book ifweaUchoose 10cxen:iseourrights

Bitter about the
Bookstore

as consumers, the Bookstore, and
possibly the whole campus, will
worry about pleasing us a little more.
Remember your Oliver Twist, "you
pays your money and you takes your
choice." Let's show them who's
~hoice it is.

from florida,
behind bars
Nov. 17, 1991
To the Editors,
I'm writing from FL., death row,
to ask if you would print my name
and address in yourpublieation, with
an open invitation to anyone who
wishes, to write to me?
After seven years of24 hour lockdown in a six by nine foot cell, I
could use any human contact I can
get,
Can you help me?
Thank you, Robert J. Long,
#494041, Florida State Prison, P.O.
Box. 747,Starke,FL, 32091.
see Letters. on page 3
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OldMariRex
1l1e fag-J>ajhlri"" bitchslapplrJ', Jew-klIlln', niggerhatin', whitey harpoons
whales,. but he/she likes

kittenS, '
By Sam Gerberding

Politically' correct language is
language excluding references to an
individual's sex.race, sexual orientation, religion oretlmic background,
I've certainly left something out, but
that's the gisL In other words, PC is
the lack of Presumptuous, ignorant
or derogatory language. For instance, gay, lesbian, or bisexual
people don't have sexual preferences; they have sexual orientation.
A black person is not black, he or she
is Afro-American.
, To be honest, I certainly don't
caretobePC. in fact, I'll be damned
if I'm going to be PC.
My reason is:
Anyone ever read 1984 by
George Orwell? I did It described
a project by a government whose aim
, was to simplify arid distilljhe Ianguage to avoid negative words. The
government thought this would
eliminate negative feelings. Sure it
would Itwould bury the feelings and
confusion inside everyone with no
vehicle for its removal. Language is
a vehicle for expression. Specifically, it allows people to express the
ideas and feelings within them; e.g.,
love, hale, angez, happinesS, sadness,
sterility,fear~bankruptcy,affluence,
desperation, dread, etc. Language is
not qualitatively exclusive; i.e., it
does not care ifsomething is good or
bad; it will incorporate a word to explain anything. When some()ne says
something derogatory about a group
of people, they are voicing an idea
already iIi their mind. Change their
idea. PC advocates proclaim we can

,

doesn't exisL By developing a camchange these bad ideas if we change
the language- for without a Ian- paign ofco-cJePendantconsideration
guageencompassing these bad ideas, in language, they force the separation of our culture into nice, neat,
,they will eventually die.
They're telling me that by friendly categories. Fuck "Separate,
but equal." Minorities are equal
eliminating derogatory language
when they are with me, too.
from my vocabulary I will eliminate
, Each, time Ihear a person say
the parallel ideas from' my head.
Absolutely noL I will suppress these "fag," I realize how much work has
until they build up inside of me until to be done, how much' this person
I freak out, gun down 23 people at needs to learn about human relaMaggie's, steal a toasted bagel and tions-not how crude their vocabulary is. I believe if we incorporate a
put a slug through my head.
To be politically correct is to program in our schools to discuss
minorities and expose children to
hide the problem; Political correctdifferent cultures, they will intemally
ness is a device of the white, middle
to upper-class Americans that are alter any preconceptions until they
used to watch over the actual needs won't express negative ideas. That
of minorities. What minoriiies need is, help the internal mechanisms of
people adapt and change, and language will follow.
'"To be politically
The home-sit is the most imcorrect is to hide Ute portant place to make the changes.
The question is, "how?" Our counproblem.
Political
could maybeejust maybe, turn that
correctness is a device try
mind-sucking window-the
televiofOte white, middle to - sion-into a constructive tool. I'd
upper-class Americans like to see a prime-time show with a
lesbian woman, who is Jewish
Utat is used to watch black
and doesn't live with other black,
over Ute actual needs lesbian or Jewish women, she lives
with a white republican nun and they
of minorities."
-Old' Man Rex get along. Maybe she could call
herself "nigger" a lot, maybe they'd
is an educated audience to approach
get "jewed" by the government, and
with their culture, not an audience
maybe she'd be "fagged'~ when she
trained to speak fluently and safely gets home from works-if
she
in their presence. Frankly, we need works. Who sayS she has to'be reto develop a comprehensive, educasponsible? What I'm suggesting is
~on. program to integrate all minori- . to show people at home something
ties m an open and hooest fmnn. Our other than the socially accepted roles.
blessed flag-waving, oil-liberating
Another thing at home, that college
government doesn't want to siphon
students can do, is to speak openly
money from their military to create about gay friends, bhdc friends and
a system that explains the actual
haOOicaWedfrieOOs. SpeakopenlyOOoot
problem. Kind of like drugs-they
everything. Eventually, mlclxxIywiIl
don't want to reaDy talk about it; reaIize that life is full ofquirlcs and that's
they want us to talk as if drugs, or O.K.
racism, or separatism of any sort

Letters
COlumnist didn't get
her facts straight
November 26, 1991
, To the Editor:
Rarely am I sufficiently motivated
to write letters in response to editorials, but Kathleen Cresslez's poorly
written, unifonned, unprofessional
tirade against the entire university
and the city of ,Boise has given me
that motivation. As a student and an
employee of the university, I am
appalled that your debut issue would
contain such, a poor example of
joumalisticendeavor.It is indeed unfortunate that in five
years at the univezsity, Ms. Cresslez
has learned very little about how it
operates. Her fees do not give her
" ownership of the equiPlllent nor the
right to criticizeeve:y employee who

is trying to carry out his or her dulies.Sbeevidentlymissedthechapter

on' the Siinplot-Micron',Geqter;·
which wasfunded privatelY. not
from student feeS. LikeWise, the
,majority of BSUemployees
owe
their livelihood to the Idaho taxpay"ers, not to the students. Granted,
without students BSU would not
exist, but let's not fail to give credit
where credit is due. '
I would like to suggest that Ms.
Cressler learn to' use the thesaurus
on her word processor. Variations
oCthe word "screw" were used far
too many times in her column; she
used them twice in one sentence.
Besides being ~verused, it is extremely unprofessional.
I beg to differ with Ms. Cressler's
remark about rarel,fmding a person
willing to take the time to help ouL
As an employee in the studentaffaii's
area of the university, I can personally attest to the fact that everyone
in our office is willing to go the ex-

tra mile for the students. We are
collS1llllllyremindedtbatwearethere

,f()'heIPth¢'Sl1KlerJrsw';riot't'J'fIn1h~'
our own interests. ~ fot hCtsuggestion to ridicule offieesandpeople,
what a inature attitude for a person
about to graduate from college! Ms.
Cressler is a prime example of a
student who has gone through college with her mind closed,and her
mouth open.
Ms. Cressler, you invited your
readers to sit down and write "a big
long letter," and here you are. Iam
sure it's not what you wanted to hear,
but I hope you will keep your
promise to do everything you can to
make sure it's published. It is my
sincere hope that The Arbiter will
raise its caliber of writing, or it may
fmd itself in the same predicament
as its predecessor, The University

News.
Sincerely,
Kathy Gibson.

.....
sittooJate to·apply?"
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.,Of course not!,
We are now taking applications for
reporters, photographers, ad. sales
representatives, and a
'
,
secretary jreceptionist.
, Apply at The Arbiterofficelqcated
, in the SUB annex, t 603 Ih
University Drive
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By Stan Oliver
Special to The Arbiter
I must admit, the bumps on my skin just don 't protrude like they usedto when I h~ the national anthet'!!,the Pledge of Allegiance, oiihc>lofty ~
words of praise we hear for the grand ideals of our First Amendment
rights and its relationship to the media. These idealistic notions 'bestowed
upon us in our youth, are just that-e-nothing but idealisticnot1~rtS. In'the .
end, wemust all descend to reality and come to terms wnhourown.,
particular rationale for what is real; and what is not,
'',
,
Th~ 'tug of war' over the Fast Amendment does not go far enough to '
descnbe the perils our nation is faced with by the governmental' usurpation of our most basic freedoms. At the very root ofthe difficulty is th3.t '
governmen~ has little, or no, confidence in the ability' of its people 'tQ
know what IS best for themselves. It is also inherent of government to be
exceedingly jealous ofits powers. And those in government Willrelinquish '
none of these without a bitter fight,
.
',
In addition to being jealous of its powers, government has, his«>ri-'
cally, been suspicious ofits citizenry. In 1798, orily seven'yearsartef the"
passage of the First Amendment, Congress enacted the Se&tion Act. ibis"
allowed. the government to fine and impnsOniiscitizens
for criiicizing'
the president or the government, Fortunately.however, this law was ex-"
tremely unpopular, especially with publishers apd newsPaPer editors, The
Sedition Act was repealed in 1800, just two years afterilS enaetnleiit.' ,."
But times have changed. The government now uSeS, ril,ore:su1?ttemeth~,
ods to squelch and contain its citizenry.,It now operates imder the catCh- r
all guise of 'nauonalsecurity' whenever.it finds l'..self iri'llliteruitil~ ,
situations. It is in these same untenable sitUationS
agen\=ies W:iihiIi'the
government (FBI, CIA, Secret Service),
called 'inti> actioo-:m6sl'
notably to engage in surveillance and inforrnation-g3therii1ghavi~g!O do' ,
~ith its citizens, This was especially true ill the 6Os,and 70s, e.g., the,d~if,
nghts movement, labor unions, academic dissidents, whistle~bloWers,
(such as Daniel Ellsberg and Karen Silkwood),the Watergateaffaii. All,
of these and more came undez the strictest scrutiny of government
!D.I966, Congress passed the Freedom of Infonnation Act in hoops of
gammg better access to the growing collection of documents and information the government and, in particular, the executive branch was so
jealously guarding. This had become a problem of escalatirig prOportions
ever since the 'born classified' mentality had arisen from the nuclear age. :
The sla;Jkest, and perhaps the most pathetic, example of this mentality'
surfaced m a 1979 court case in which the government employed every
conceivable tactic at its disposal to prevent a small, weekly magazine,
The Progressive, from publishing an article the government said was
damaging to national security. The article to be published was a layman's
a~unt on how to, construct a nuclearweapon-all
from information
that was readily accessible at many public libraries., Before whole nasty
affair was over, the govet'!"ment had to 'withdraw its case l.\gainst'lhe' ,
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However, even with the strengthened version of the POI in 1974, the
government became increasingly adept at circumventing the intCJll of
this law. It did this in two ways: l. It expanded upon the existing nine
exemptions to the POI; as needed, to suit its particular needs and 2. It
began storing its infonnation electronically, per the PaperworkReduc~
tion Act of 1980, which made its subsequent utilization, technically and
financially, out of reach for a vast number of American citizens. ,
The courts, too, have become less sympathetic to freedom of speech ..
And, an increasingly conservative United States Supreme Court has come
to issue narrower rulings in matters of First Amendment rights. It appears, more and more, that this 'tug of war~ over freedom of exprcssii>n" ,
has taken a tum for the worse. In 1988, the Supreme Court ruled in favor
of a St Louis high ~hoo! principal who had censored two.slQrics that
were to run in the stude!1~newspaper. The themes of the storieSwere teen
pregnancy and parental divorce. ,The Supreme Court argued that educators have the right to;~nsor ce~n materials thatare not in line with
"legitimate pedagogicialconcezns."
,,- - -' - - - - - -"
With the recent accele,ration of inforrnation-~thering
technol28Y, the
~ove~ent
mqst n6~,.be wateh_~!Ji9re d~!y.:Jhan,l;Jer- ~o[:tIie fIrst
ume 10 history; a government may -sooh bave;-at its reaily dispOsal, the
means to effectively control the masses as never thought possible before.
And, extraordinary prudence may be needed to hold them in check~" :
[Remember: Big Brother may be watching!] Americans may 'one day: .f :
have to band together to fonn alternative media networks: At1ieri~
:
may have to learn to fight fire with frre, as the Iranians finally'did,'in':
ordez to topple their oppressive shah in 1979.
"',:~:'v" ",' '"
The historical purpose and intent of the media can never be reatiiciHr"
government is allowed to distort and manipulate media contenfto'i1l6t1ll'
own perverted needs. And, the evez-evolving functions of the mclJia'tafi.iiOt ':
continue to adapt to change in an environment that is repressive', in 'lind or" :
itself. The media is currently fighting a war of attrition with the govem'
ment over FirSt Amendment rights, and it is losing. The media and Ute-' •
American peOple must come to realize that governments do nothllye'"
consciences. 'Goveznments can be much like microorganisms; they-Merely' '
react to certain stimuli. It is the very ,nature of government to attempt to
expand its power base-by whatever means available. It can also be like
a chameleon; it can be elusive, nianipuIative, seductive, anything it needS
to be, in order to achieve its goals.
"
,Modem technology , in the hands of a malevolent entity, could'prove' '
to be the ultimate nemesis for all of mankind And, there is no historical
lesson to be dredgedup to teael). us .how to dCaI·witlla runaway technol~ .
ogyin the hands of some, yetlQ,beperceived.eIl11.
There1nJl~comea~'
day when.we will all have a "Room lor' waiting 'on us;should,we.dare·
speak up against a tyrant, orped1aps. merely justlOthfuk darii!1ing lhobgtllS '
about a repressi'vegovermnenL Lofty ~d~s ~ f,ne~ fQf.b~
~tb3pS/' '
Butl think I'IlJuStk~
my f~t~g~t he¢'Op ¥gii>¢d
WMre) qp,l'~. '
what's going on; I""
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glass on the gro~and·flintires.
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: ,StaffWriter~~.·<,>.

'I ~so looknn(iercars
wh~re
:;rhe
Boise State l.lniversity'
peaplemight be hiding," he said.
:~ampus seCurity' deals 'with a :'
Bock also keeps in touch with
:rnyria(i.of ~durilig
their daily ,
janitors working in the evening. If
: .work routine. TheY're responsible
they see anything suspicious, they
::f~>r.everything from p.atrolling
'tell him or call security.'
'~parlcing 101&, to rryWrigsilre fire
When Bock receives a call
~aiarinslire'w~ing.:'
' .. "
'that sounds dangerous, he calls
.: . Jj'utit:~ of. ~ampu~ security.
campus police llCfore arriving on
.::inc:ludepab.:OllingthC'ClUJ.I~ on
the scene. "I have held people and
fool and in a vehicle, checking
'alarm sysi~ms, !ighting: and
:bui!dings;
according to Bob
"Every entrance
at the
:'Seibolt,dil'ector of campus secupavilion has uniformed police.
~:ritY/~policearecalledwhen
.
If someone was carrying a
':ihiJi~ ~'d!m&erotIS:' he said. ,weapon,
they would have to re.,': -Glenn.Bock, supervisor for
tum it to their ear before being
:,C8niPus':securlty, has been workre-admitted."
~~:arB:S:U.since
1973. During
-BobSeibolt
" hinemire .he's seen his share of
:actloo; , 'worSt night 00. the
if the suspect looks unpredictable,
Ii~dent fell from
I have them lie prone out on the
.-one 'of: th,e' foot~aIr field light
ground."
'staltdS'.' The stUdent and a friend
One of the chronic problems on
:~d:~n'drinicingaridc1iOibcilup
campus is bike theft, Bock said,
:thelightStartdJJntheirwayoown,
"We get about 20 bjkes stolen a
; the Studt<n'i slipped, 8nd fell off one
semester. Sometimes the bikes are
,~of:Jfie.ligtit ~~;..
" . ..... .
,left unlocked or are locked with a
. ~.BOck \s'reSp<lnsibilitiescover
.small cable." Bock recommended
~.~ Clirneus:..He!:~ the bclilers :: '3 solid cluiin or a Kryptonite lock
,andl!gh.lS,tl)matestiietheywork,
. to prevent theft
, and8SSlsts.at conceits and other
' Cartheftshavealsooccurredon
: camPUs'events .,:, .. , .'
campus. Stereos are usually sto''- . ,iWhen I patier parking lots,
I~ ~k
said, "Cars with tinted
some of !he tltings I look for are.
~ows
are very popular. It's

icThe

,.loti.W!s' ~hen'

'BSUboxer
takeS ajab at the
, ..... '.
.
,
:hQrneless problem
'.
,.. ,,"
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':,:By'KatY'k.re~e!"" '
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A·sarerCarnpus
ByAdamRusb
Staff Writer
.
I • Students on campus
will be
safer due to upgrade of measures that w~ be implemented
by the BSU Security office next
semester.
The security efforts coincide
with the.passage of the Student
Right-to-Know
and Campus
SecUrity Act This act requires
post-secondary
educational
institutions that receive federal
funds to report their crime statistics to students, employees and
applicants for admission and
employment It also requires that
institutions
adopt. campus
security policies and disclose
these policies.
Measures have been taken on
campus to meet thereqiJirements
set by the act.
Six emergency phones have
been installed on campus. N'me
more will be added in January.
The phones are designed to
connect. the caller immediately
with a dispatcher who can send
an officer. The phones can be
identified by a flashing blue li$ht

an

ByDianaGana
Staff Writer
The College Assistant Migrant
Program is a federally funded
program offering financial aid,
academic counseling, and career
planning services to freshman
stud~nts of migrant or seasonal

freshman orientation class is
required for aU scholarships
recipients. This year the class
structure has changed from a leeture forum to a class broken down
into four groups. It is lead by a
student facilitator, whoencourages
cJassioom discussiori.
Lisa Sanchez, ajunior commu-

the first of an annual fund-raising
event for the organization's soup
kirchen by soliciting local restaurants to donate a portion of one
day's profit to feed the needy.
Rosen said the soup kitchen

;~~~2~I~~~~:

~~~iJ~1~~&,n~~~u:;~
·:'~~~ri}~~~ti~~(,,:~~ec'~~~V:ri:

wise:~~~:gnpiivatedonatici,ns,
<Jlffi,wr.aivllfeS' hiS tlitte between
. fund-Ta1serSand grants. Locatmg
~ninMor bolting marches, going ,
sourceS forfunding is a constant
todass and working full-time at a
battle for the organization, but
local aid organization.
Rosen said he hopes the fundRosen devotes most of his day
raiser will expand and genemte
working at EL-ADA, an assismore money for the center.
.lance center, tbat",benefits the
The organization, which serves
: JlOmelcSsand needy. Heqllrently
Elmore. Ada and OyWhee Coun::~orksas;iit intenffor the organities, is an umbrella group that
,~tion,spendingmostofhistime
provides a variety of services for
writing grants, fund-raising and
people in need. Services offered
include housing and electricity
assisiance, day care, temporary
;'I'm
an
'athlete
but
I'm
a
.
.'
shelter and a soup kirchen.
, person first..J can't save the
Rosen said the number of
world, but I can contribute.".
homeless people in the Boise area
.

,

,..

~Jason Rosen

'is hard to determine. "It is not a
visible homeless population, but if
. 'coordinating assistance programs
you know where to look, you can
, 'such .as 'food distribution and
find them," he said, "You see the
-home weathem.ation. '
..
same people every day. It's when
,:~''Istaned· doingmyintemship
the new people come in I feel sad,
'beCalcie- it is 12 credits and that is
and I see a lot of them."
: four classes that I don't have to'
Single men constitute the Iarg't8ke; Now it has evolved to where
est segment of the hom~less
,'.
I 'would "like' to' make' this my
community ~However, the-amount
-,,career," Rosen said. "I love it
of homeless families is increasing
'tJilit inuch.!!
mpidly, he said.
; 'Bot as much lIS the political sci~
"I see younger people having
,ericemajorenjoyshiswork,hesaid
childrenthatiheycan'treallypro:jt is diffiCult for him to gain respect
vide for," Rosen said. "There are
:in histful<fbecause oftrls stature. 'a
lot of unforeseen things that can
; ~,' ~'Ih,a~to go~ilt,ofmywayto
happen to make a person home-,
: ~gaiIi peqple's:confidence
in, me·
less."
'
, :l1.eeause,of-'mY Size,'!'he said." , ' ,
He also said it is unfortunate
~:';,wtien-'y6~',th.i~, of' the',typi~r . ihat people feel the need to dona~
~3lffi~~f.<'.~:.:Y()U
,.rigur~,t~eyget
".or'.volunteer.
solely during the
,:,~~!erylli.i#g;~y: ~P1~~, a~,te,:," ,~',Christm~~on;'
During' the
. :J>t:1JP~a~n~and.ld9Hhe,"
:. summerlt1s<ll(flCuittotindpeople
:.i011lf my~!iSf#ti,o~:>- : :;>" ,'to help, he said; and problems of
:::;~:~.~,-~~wP,~,Q:',.:'·'·.,,~ n~y are year~rotil1ll .
:aCCcitit.ptWU1teQts'are~h.!S:~g:,
~..".'..•."I think. there are a lotof com:~~:i8j~ljgeff~f<x;;'
,Passionate ~Ieiil
BoiSe. buton
..~~
':~'~"':":':'<::"''':
",.,;:~o,
. the other band..there are a lot of
.:.;people woo. 'po.t.on blinders...," he
:~~9,S(,p::w~if;thi)~~.:~<:~Sitid.
'. .-~, ';';:,." ," '... '

or

>~

:t,:'&t:a:.:Jif:a;;w.'eW!t:~mafebi,~.:.'::.

~_~~.PIgr.-'~:~"~:·.pespi!Ctheodds,R<>,s¢nsaidhe
:l~*~!t'j1ij"~~tJJ:;-::'~Ai1~tOtrit#nPbathisj06as.~

~~-:::;:-;,:!,,:;;I'

;«:",::aiin the rlng.<"ICah"fsave·the
world, bUt I can contribute;"

. 'Jost~monthRosenorgailiZed'
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, auaehedtothCtopofthCpost
The Ada County. She.riff
Depulment is a1sO taking anew
security measUre by extending
its' dispateherservice
by an
additional.sev~n hOurs. A disparcher used to be on call from
8 am.uo 5 p.m. five days a
week. Now the dispatcher.will
be oncall from 8 am, to midnight
Ughting has been improved
in targetedareasofthecampus,
and the Physical Plant is working with the city engineer's
office to increase lighting along
University Drive. CrosSwa1ks
have been added in needed
areas and Gene McGinnis,
Physical Plant Director, has
been working :With the city
engineer"s office to increase
lighting along University Drive.
In addition to the added
security measures, the campus
police are patrolling the campus, on mountain
bikes.
Moun~n
bikes···can patrol
areas that are difficult to reach
by ear. Police riding the bikes
carry radios and firearms. '

}'!atiOrial scholarship awarded to BSl!,

and ,Theresa Just
, Staff Writers
At 250 pounds and 6 feet tall,
Jason Rosen packs a powerful
.. pu,nch when it cOmes to boxing

='::;!ll~~St.a!'ll:~!e1!iJl~:~::

"
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car

harder to see if the
luis been
tampered with~"
, Bock also deals with undenige
drinking 00 campus. Bock said, '
"Since the drinking age was raised
from 19 to 21, we'veseen a lot of
drinking.Somestud~~~to
go off campus to drink.
Bock doesn't generally see
drugs on campus. "'Ye don 't
a
whole lot ofth~ on campus., .
Campus secunty also helps whh
concerts. Bock said, "We help to
relieve ticket stress at the SelectA-Seat outlets. It can get busy."
Police are also on hand, He said
fans oornetimes get angry when they
don't get the seats they'wanted.
In addition to the police, campus security helps at concerts.
Bock said, "Every entrance at the
pavilion has uniformed police. If
someone was carrying a ~eapo~,
they would haye to return!t to ~11'
ear before bemg re-admltted.
. Whendrugsareoncam~us,it's
usuaI1yatconcerts,BockS8ld. "It's
a given that some' people at concerts are u~~ drugs." .
The maJonty of secunty work
~n campu;; i:s'r.outine: Bock' said,
I check!n Wlt!t reslden~ halls
and R.A. s (reSIdent advlSCrs). I
give people battery jumps. unlock
doors and take them to telephones."

scholarshiA:":- ' .,. ..... .
."
The CAMP program has experimented with a number ofideas
and is trying to improve recipient
retention
rates, said Bruce
Swayne, the associate director.
CAMP's retention rate haS continually improved. The cUrrent
retention system has been adapted
from the Fresmnan Year Experience model program at the
University of South Carolina.
which is the leader
freshman
orientation programs. The statistics are being formulated, and the
university is currently involved in
a study to investigate the retention
mte of all freshman students.
CAMP scholarship recipients
receive financial aid that covers
..
tuition,
books, room and board,
personal counseling, a freshman
orientation class, mentoring,
career counseling, and placement
. into internships or other employment situations.
CAMP attributes its success to
a tiered support system, which'
includes the orientation class,
the mentoring program and the '
job placement program.
The

m

of the student facilitators and a
,writing tutor for CAMP. She said
she is excited to be a part o~ the
CAMP staff andbas really liked
the changes made Since she was a
CAMP student She said. "They'
kept me in line. There isn't any ,
other scholarship where the staff
is so involved with the students on
a caring level."
Over 90 percent of !he CAMP
students at BSU are Hispanic.
Current recipients of the scholarship include one African-American student and one native
American student
Other students feel that there are
changes that need to be made, and
r there is still a lorig way to go before
the program is really successful.
Rene Hurtado, . a senior civil
engineering major and former
CAMPstudentsaid, "Thestaffand
the CAMP program should be reevaluated." He. said too many
students are being awarded scholarships based on academic merit
"CAMP:was not set up for students who were successful, it was
designed for. kids that have little
or no chance of achieving in

college because of lack of financial assistance or support."
Kristina Sa1azaf, a junior s0cial scienc:e/public affairs major
is nOt a CAMP student, but said
the program offers a good Support
system. Salazar said, "I feel that
. it is a good program. Hound out
about thingstI1roughother
CAMP students.'~:d{ri.stij,a,~,
'that ·sbJdentSoft.enrelY· on . e·"'~.
staff to get things done, and when
they are no loriger a part of the
scholarship program "they feel
lost in the system."
"There isn't any Qlher scholarship where the' staff is so
involved with the students on a
caring level."
-Lisa Sanchez
CAMP receives its scholarship
through the Department
of
Migrant Education and it is
available to over 200 universities
. across the United States. Because
only six scholarships are available, universities compete with
each other through grant writing
by showing that there are students
in thecommunitywho are in need
and by promising to offer specific
programs for these students. The
schOlarships are given yearly for
three years before the university
mustcornpete for the scholarship
again. The program has been at
. BSU since 1984. It is designed to
supplement the student's financial aid and other scholarships.

Health services-what it's worth

.

By StmfOliver
Someoftheservicesandmediollevisinothestudent
health
Speci31 to The AIbiter
cal procedures offered at the stucenter could mau:lror exceed the
If you area full-time student at 'dent
health facility include:
,$25 fee,he sllid.,,',,:
:
Boise State University, you paid ')
·~cycareandminor
. Taylorsaidoilelimi~~atthe
a $25, non- refundable fee when
" surgery,
student healtJr ter1S,staffing .
you registered for classes this fall.
·Treatmentfcraeuteandchrooic
"''1b~reareon1ytwQPart-time
A small s~, right? Think again.
illnessphysiCianS~andwed~'thave
a
Itadded up to about $175,000 for
.~gDlIIq~
.
phaili1acist,"he sm.il<::.••...
,'
this semester, occording to David
.Birdl(:oo~
smears \,
HoweVer. '. .' ..... "T!lYJOr Said the secS. Taylor, vice presi~ent for
·FIuvaCcinesaridirrimu:nilatiooS
viCcis:OffenldatStudent
Health
Student Affairs. _ .'
te8ting,S~.:dma
...
·..•·'.le those in the
The $25
tuden fi hel
~aildrefenals
. .....
, ••
"',.
keepS~~th~~
pnBSU~"~~~~~
medical
,evenr daY ~hool is in ~ion.
availabJe at no CQ5t tostOOenls,
insUmnce Policy to all full-time
,Full-timeSlUdentsareeligibieIOWle
TaYlorsaidhea1thinsurarloocan<
' ..•. .',.
.
the setVicts at no additiooaIeost.:be beneficial to students. COsts fur "
see Insurance OII~k
I
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·"enm:aIdisease
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The Boise alternative scene lives a quiet hut widespread existonce in the City of Trees, and if there is one hand that could hc
considered the voice for this genre, it has to be Caustic Resin.
. The surroundings for this alternativc/punk/blues band are like
":\ight of the Living Dead" revisited: cardboard cut outs of
people hun"/"l from the ceilina,/"l raw meat alowinz
/"l
/"l in the candlelig- ht
and chains dripping over the stage are all familiar fanfare during
a Caustic Resin performance. The performance is really a multimedia presentation with musical accompaniment. Televisions
line the stage and display cartoons. a "ideo camera follows the
group's SL'L' Resin on pa~L' S
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My··Girl: a movie that's not just sissystuff
,

,

By Jody,Howard
pain inflicted on us by our parents;
StattWriter ",;' .
a child's jealousy when a single
JUdgingfr.Om the television ads
parent takes up with a new mate;
for MiGirl (some airing during
the onslaught of puberty (and
SatUrdaYmorning children's prosaying goodbye to childhood) and
gramming), one would expect a
the hopelessly-in-love heartache
cute formula plot dealing with a
for your fifth grade teacher,
single dad, his girlfriend, his
knowing deep-down that you'll
daughter and the complications
probably never get to marry him.
resulting from this three-way reAll of these happen with a
lationship,all neatly resolved by
natural matter-of-factness like,
the end of the movie.
well, like a child takes them-the
Instead, My Girl takes a sensipain and resiliency and fun of a
tive leap into no-man's land. The
childhood perspective.
film does boast some warm and
The plot concerns a widowed
funny moments, but along with
mortician named Harry Sultenfuss
that, some extremely unpredict(Dan Aykroyd) who resides in a
able tarns and some piercing revlarge home doubling as a funeral
elations we can all relate to but
parlor; with the embalming
seldom talk about (the kind that
workshop in the basement His
make 'you feltn~kesomeone's
mother, who came to help him
bein::re;l.llillg YOllrmail).' The
raise his daughter, is now slipping
moVi~1S~ve.en~gh1o dCal With:
' away me~tally and when she does
issUt;ft¥ way.t)ley<usW!lly.hap.. C?me to li~e.,onIydoessoasatorch
peltin:Ji(~',~nJ>l~'1Y~:y!e:dJike':'
: singer, H!s <.Jaughter,Vada (Anna
IJlt1j\:~J!.3Ppen:?fl1!\tJ;a*n~ve
:._ ',:,~:w.umsk¥) ls.11 ~ pretty mU~h
t1te-'~piStl'fu6vld>ini6f"eeling:':
•. ~n her o~. !apue Lee Curtis
~di,~~ ,UJ;1Ifingoo;-,
b»t",e9v~1
, enters .t~eJr lives as Shelly, a
resultis a retresliing honeSt¥:~ut
.' " cosmeucran who loves people ~d
life and a reaffirmadon of what's'
spruces up the corpses, bringing
really il1llX?na,nt~ ',','
.. : ", ,.e~citement, to a ~etty I.ifelessjob
The t1ieme 'billiicaily CeriterSolf'
"(and Harry s bonng existence) .:
death: death 'asseen through the.
~ulay
Culkin plays Vada's
eyes ora thildthe fear of death in
true friend, Thomas J., a cooperagenernIandthe:mjustifiedguiltthat
tive but sometimes puzzled
hauntssurvivorsofapersonaIl~.
aec:ompli':C in ~r a~tivities and
This 'movie: takes on other difphilosophical discussions,
ficuh-issues as. well: ,.the someThe story centers on one sumtimes-unintentional, but vety real
mer in 1972 when Vada is forced

to deal with life on some newer
and deeper levels. Setting the film
in the early '70s allows for the
symbolic
innocence
before
Watergate (which forced the whole
country to deal with some deeper
levels of change) and for Curtis to
wear lots of really short Skirts.
Director Howard Zieff tends
toward subtlety-the film lags at
some points, especially in the
middle, but delivers a resounding
impact near the end. Screenwriter
Laurice Elehwany displays an
uncanny sensitivity to the world as
a child views it; her well-written
script may seem disjointed at
times, with sequences not quite
following along the way we expect, but the pieces all fit It's like
watching a real life.
The treasure of this movie is its
honesty-notrlte
answers to big
, questions, no parent-child "talk"
that solves the problems oflifeand
forges a permanent blissful relationship. Beaver's mom and dad
are nowhere in sight-no neat and
easy answers.
Vada's fascination and fear involving death and her transitional
phase between girl and woman
almost make the film a female
version of Stand By Me. The
possibilities of meaning are as
varied as the uniqueness of each
audience member.
So why was this movie advertised during Saturday morning

.
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with New Yorkers Warrior Soul,
appeared at the Pavilion last
Wednesday to display their own
brand of rock'n' roll.
The show, which featured
video footage' to accompany the
, band's music, was nothing short
of brilliant. The boys from the
Emerald City were in town to
perform, for the first time, the
entire Operation:Mindcrime CD.
To call it a concert would be degrading. It was an event, pure
and simple.
Warrior Soul opened up their
45 mjnute set with We Cry Ow
(Rock.CuJiure), a track from Last
DecadeDeadCentury, the band's
debut CD. vocaliSt Kory Clarke
is ,'anYthiDg'but complacent and
sedate while on stage, or off for
that ~.Laimching
into a tirade; denoupl;ing. President Bush
and ,the 'l1lanip,ulatjOli
of
Aimiric3's youth by Big Business,
Clarke 'lim:d his Dliddle finger
up and began SCreaOllng,"Fuck
BuSh' :F.uck: Bush,'" The singer
also express,cd his .opinion .con~~g~drinking3ge.
:..•~~ they e~pect you to go out

Queensryche
being smothered by a dollar sign
made from syringes, the quintet
launched into a blistering five song
set that included Jet City Woman,

Another RainyNight (Without
You)" and Best I Can froll'l11iir
newest release, Empire. The band

~t:t=~~
want
ha~~a,liiif.i=·~heD you
Clarke
Said.' , .. -

to,"

. .", . ,

It was statements like that
that caused the band to walk off
stage.jIl\er.beJug b<>oe4,4uriJlg a ,
show at .the ,Co.wPalace.in
San~~~";:~i"'"
'.,
~}n(~neJl1 t!te,~

rooe, ,

and~QIIOOon.b1age,the,
air
willl ele<;¢C,ity!X>ffi"

was.~

surprised the crowd by including
Walk in the Shadows. from their
1986releaseRagejor Order in the
set 1bose five songs were appetizers for a performance that will
not easily be forgotten.
, With the entire arena darkened,a video began to play on dual
screens behind the stage. The
animation showed a nurse walking
down a hallway into a hospital
room giving a syringe full of
something to a man lying in a bed.
Before leaving the room, the nurse
turned to her patient and said
"Sweet dreams,you bastard."
Seemingly out of nowhere,
. guitaristS' Chris DeGarmo and
Michael Wilton, with microphone
headsets allowing them to run
from one side of the stage to the
other, appeared at the front of the

~:::=:=2
waS ~
las(~e·.ciQ~d

~~Jnto~au:"':

i~ feet,

>

, _S~ginfront,of
a 1>anner
. Jh3t showed the American' flag

'

stage banging out Anarchy X,
which opens up Operation:
Mindcrime. Vocalist Geoff Tate
came running from behind the
drum kit wearing black Spandex
pants, a black tank top (that everituaIIy was ripped to shreds by Tate
himself), black sunglasses and a
jean jacket, with RevolWion Calling (the title of a tune from
Mindcrime) printed on the back.
Tate and the others interaCted
beautifully
with the crowd.
Throwing water on the crowd and
giving the thumbs up to members
, of the audience, Queenst)'che
made everyone feel as ifthey were
not just watching the performance
but actually participating in it.
Halfway through the set, Tate,
who was standing alone on the
stage,asked the crowd if they were
following the story line behind
Operation:Mindcrime.
After
various responses, he said, "Well,
it's obvious that while SOOlC of you
know what is going on, the rest of
youdon'tbaveadue,
Butyou.wilL"
see Queensrjc..e

and Macauly Culkin star in My OM
Photo courtesy of COlumbia PIctures

children's shows? Is this the kind
of movie you'd take a child to see?
You bet The topics raised in
this film
gently but honestly
p<Xtrayed,withjustenough humor
to cushion but not cloud the issues.
There's some real good discussion
material here-for anyone who's
been a child and anyone who's
facing death (and the statistics on
both categories are a staggering
100 percent). Inany case, it may

are

bring up some
untouchable
conversation topics for you, even
if you're just talking to yourself.
My Girl' is a funny, thoughtprovoking fJlm that will probably
make you cry; one that will appeaI
to the child inside and/or alongside you.
My Girl is rated PO and is
playing atNOrtllgate Cinemas and
Overland Park.

Warrior Soul preaches
politics and social reform

'Ryche and.' roll in Boise
B ... ~'~"""""
.'"
Y)~l." "'~11", .", n," ",' .....
Special 10 The.Arbiter
'
'.,.Seattle rtlCktirs Q!Jeensr)'che;

Anna Chlumsky

on page 7

By J.s. Martin
SpeCial to The Arbiter
' "'"..
""'"
The band Warrior Soul, which opened for QueensrYche Nov. 23, almost didn't make it to Boise. The band, who are severely politicallyminded, was booed off the stage at the Cow Palace in San Francisco
after vocalist Kory Clarke went into one of his anti-government sermons. Warrior Soul was on tour in the wake of its latest release, Drugs,
God & the New Republic.
What he said wasn't that bad, it just wasn't what the Californians
wanted to hear. "I walked out onto the stage," said Clarke, "and said,
'no one gives a fuck about me. No one gives a fuck about my band,
because we aren't the headliner. But you don't have to be the headlining
act to know when you are being shit
on. That is just what your government
is doing to you. They are shilling on
you and you are doing nothing about
it' That's when they started flipping
me off and yelling at us to go home.
After the third song I got tired of
dodging the things being thrown at me
and walked off stage. So we almost
didn't make it to Boise.
They
[Queensr}'chel almost kicked us off the
tour."

In an earlier interview with Clarke"
he expressed some of his feelings to-,
ward the U.S. government and President George Bush, "I get real tired of
hearing people complain how Bush is
going to win. It doesn't matter who
runs against him-vote
for them.
We've got to take Bush down."
to the
theme. Duke
"I thinkis
it C1aJkewarmed
is real funny that
[David]

-t

"People just aren't
listening, and I don't

know why."
_-'!

-Kory Clarke-l

running for president I only wish, though, that he would run as an
independent because that would allow a Democrat to get elected. I don't
think that is going to happen, though."
CIadce is SO disgusted with the way things have been going that he
wants to go somewhere else besides Geffen Records.
"I thought at fllSt that I would be in a good position to deliver what I
have to say to America's youth. I am not a tool for big business, but I
could use the money that I am supposed to be making for some good
things. If 1could do it over, 1probably would go with a smaller, independent label".

~nfortunately. a,lot or people Just Usten to Wamor Soul because of
my hair lit hangs almost to his waist). People Just aren't 11stenIng. and I
don't know why. I go over to Cngland and tell them that I am the
spokesman for the youths across the water. except no one Is 11stenIng .
The maIn difference with the crowds over there and here IS that In
Britain they sIt.there and tisten to every word. compared to over here,
I am big In Cngland. My record Isn't seiling and the stations aren't
playing It. A lot of promises were made and a lot were broken.·
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Gifts of Dance arrives in time for the holidays
By Will~m K. Stephan
staffWnter
.
If y~u would like ~ celebrate
the ~olidaY season With ~t ~ntertamment and style, 'Giji
don t mISS
if
Idaho Dance Th eatre SItS
0
Dance on Dec ..14 and 15..
The show will feature clasSI~
and jazz ~lleces.The p!Ogram Will
open with the classical ballet,
"A ~e~emo~y of Ca~ols" by
BenJamm Bntten. It Will feature
live music ~y BS~ Women's
Ch~~dwillbe.~tedbyEva
Mae PiSCiotta. V JrglIlIfl Cockran
will play the harp ai'\d Evelyn
Cates will play the piano.
"This ballet contains the spiritual feeling of the holiday season,"
said Marla Hansen, lOT coartisitic director.
Let'sDanceRomancewillclose
the show with a series of short
stories that feature Benny
Goodman's music with themes of
"Tongue & Cheek" game playing
romance. The dancers will be in
formula dress. One of the short
stories to be performed is the
Powder Room Blues. It will express the sorrowful feeling of

being d~ped. All of the guys in
the audience can fmally find out
wha~,happens when the women
sa~' We need to ~' let's go to
the powder .room. Let's Dance
R
omance will have the excitement
of a ~e New Year's Eve Bash.
Gifts of Dance is the second
~vent of the ~ew Boise Perform109 Arts Series, The series presentsmusic,theatre,anddancefor
BSU students and the Treasure
Valley~ommunity. The events in
the senes are selected and produced by BSU students. There are
two events left in the series, Fly'·
Back in Time, Feb. 22 and Beach
Front Property on March 13.
IdahoDanceTheatre'sArtistic
Directors are Fred and Marla
Hansen. They are both BSU faculty and teach a variety of dance
classes. The Hansens and Carl
Rowe choreograph the majority of
lOT's ballets.
Marla Hansen holds a masters
degree from the University ofUtah
in dance. She danced with the
Harkness Ballet in New York in
1974 and with Ballet West in
1975-1976. Fred Hansen attended

the University ofUtah and danced
with the San Francisco Movin
Company in 1976-77. Both FrJ
and Marla were principle dancers
in Boise's Am'enean Fesuv. al Bal let from 1981 to 1989. Marla was
the Acting Artistic Director for
AFB from Jan. 1987 to Dec. 1988
The Hansens were awarded a fel:
lowship grant from the .Idaho
Commission on the Arts for excellence in the arts.
There are several BSU students
that are professional principle
dancers with IDT including Elke
Shaw, Abigail Drinkard and
Chelsey Adams.
Idaho Dance Theatre was
founded in 1989. "There was a
need for more opportunity for
professional dancers to perform
~d choreograph a diverse repertoire of dance selections in Boise,"
Marla Hansen said.
The event is sponsored by Idaho
Dance Theatre and the Student
~ograrn.s Board. Select-a-Seat
ucket pnces are $10 for general
seats, $5 for students, seniors and
BSU faculty and staff.

Durst dusts bureaucrats
By Chereen Myers
Entertainment Editor
Recent events in the political
arena are more than unusual. The
Clarence Thomas confirmation
hearings, the steady decline of
President Bush's popularity and
David Duke's recent announcement to join the presidential race
are just a few of the many political happenings. Humorist Will
Durst finds refuge in times like
this, because politics are his livelihood.
Durst is in the midst of a 50 state
tour but is only making stops at
the nation's capital cities. He made
a ~top at Boise State University
Fnday, Dec. 6 to share his philosophy. Political humor is his
forte and he doesn't take sides
bashing both parties. Vice Presi:
dent Dan Quayle is one of his
many targets.
"Quayle's biggest fear is ifBush
dies, the next president won't keep
him on as V.P."
Liberals are also in Durst's line
of fire, ''Trying to get the Democra~ to agree on anything is like
trying to herd cats."
~ fearless brand of comedy
sometimes offends members of his
audience. Durst tells of one
instance in which he was taking
stabs at a Kennedy and an audience member threw a bar stool at
him. The humorist didn't miss a
?eat with a response, saying
'Wow. Must have been a relative." .
As it turns out be wasn't too far
off. The heck1erwas quickly escorted out, but told security officers that he was a member of the
Kennedy family. Other situations
have occurred, but Durst is quick

.

.Photo

Photo courtesy of Will Durst

Will Durst is on a 50 state tour, stopping

only at state capitals. He W~ in Boise on Dec. 6

to admit that he isn't out to intentionally hurt or disturb anyone.
Unlike most comics, Durst
doesn't use personal anecdotes in
his repertoire. "I don't talk about
me on stage. I keep myself out of
it. I don't think my life is that
interesting."
It mayor may not be interesting,but his life is far from typical.
Durst's wife is also in the comedy
business and is part of a team
called "Deb and Mike." The
Dursts are often on the road together, but he said they never tire
of each other or the business. He
speaks highly of his wife's talents,
caIlingher"flatoutfunnyonstage."
Durst has made appearances on
many talk shows, including lAIe
Night With David Letterman,

Arsenio Hall.Pa: SajakandJoan
Rivers. His work can also be
found in the San Fransisco Examiner, where his humor column
appears weekly. Print is not a new
outlet for the humorist, however.
He is a former contributing editor to the National Lampoon and
is also a monthly columnist for
Frisko and Just For Laughs
magazines.
Bad moods don't threaten the
quality of Durst's performance. he
said Even after the worst of days,
he said he leaves his troubles behind him once he walks up to the
microphone. "When you hit the
stage you forget about it. You're
on autopilot. .. J try to make a
connection with [the audience)
because it'S just us and them."

. ,.',

c':.'
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Missile's End explodes int~'t~w:n>:::·:::
By rs, Martin
and Che~een Myers
Staff Wnters
~xpectarock'n'rollexplosion
this week atDino's when Portland
rockers Missile's End comes to.
town. ~e band hits Boise as part
of a muu-tour and covers material
from
Journey,
Kansas,
Whitesnake,
Skid Rowand
Metallica. They also have a hand
full of ooginals thrown into their set.
Missile's End consists of
keyboardist Steve Miller, guitaristRoger McConnel, vocalists
Mark Hannaford and Dennis
Mitchell (who also plays guitar),
and drummer Michael Kesey.
They are considered one of the top
unsigned acts on the road today,
but they are far from an overnight
success. Playing larger clubs, such
as the 4,000 to 5,000 capacity halls
in Austin is best, according to

QueeusrYche
Political humorist

cOurtesy OrBSUNews serVIW

Members of Idaho Dance 11leatre Perl'orin"

An interesting part of the show
was the recorded tracks of music
that accompanied the group. One
was a female vocalist who also
appeared in the video behind the
band. She and Tate seemingly had
a running dialogue, albeit musically, on the love they both felt for
each other. While she was singing
her part, Tate was on his knees
facing the video screens as if he
was trying to reach her before she
faded away and left him. While
other acts use recorded tracks instead
of real
musicians,
Queensr>'che proved that there is a
place for it, if handled properly. It
would have defmitely detracted
from the overall product if there
had been anybody else on stage
besides the 'Ryche.
1be use of religious symbols·
and the statements of how drugs
and corporations
manipulate

said.~t

Mitchell, '~h~
'th~y ~.,
one of the highest paid groups on
the club circuit.
'.
For two and a half years ~
Missile's End has been working
on establishing a name f()li.itself. ,: '
and has already generated· interest .
with a number of people in southern California.
"We have a
lyricist," Mitchell said "in CaliCornia who is putting ~gether a .
project for us and we are just about
ready to go into the studio with his
material. I'm certain that~ S!JQll .:'
as peoplestar\.~ing'QUrnames".""
' more..ofk:nthey:will!$B)'..·we ".are an overnight success,'but that
is anything but the truth."
Although the Portland based
band has gone through different
lineups, the current composition
still has a northwest flavor, with
members hailing from as far away
as Eugene and Spokane.
»

,

American society through sex
flashed across the screens helping
the audience understand the
band's message.
When the band left the stage .\
after the last song from
Mindcrime, it was obvious that an
encore was expected, and the
quintet complied. '
DeGarmo began the first
strains from Silent Lucidiry and
the crowd went wild. The highest
charting song from QueenSrYch~'
was flawlessly executed and it
was almost as if the song had
written just for tha~ moment. " .
Performances liketl1eorie
last week only come aIong every· ,
few years. Sure~ bands' always .
give the best show that they can, ,.
but this was an eitperiencethal
~ not to be missed. The visual
efIectsandmusica1eni:rgytheli'iOO
exuded
greatez ihaJiariy 1i3nd .
Ihave eVli seen. If you 'missed ~.'.
I'msary..··
,.

ooen· .

were

;
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,
in Grainey's·
Basement.:'
1be
Dirt
Fishermen,
Haggis.
and
midnight. A benefit for Idaho
GraiOOy'sislocatedatlQ7 S~'6~. :
A guide the hottest clubs in Boise
King Pancake. You can catch
Voice for Animals and BSU Voice
With a one-month'tifeakjilSr
.
By Cbereen Myers
Entertainment Editor
The weekend is quickly ap_
proaching, and with finals almost
out of the way some club-hopping
is the ideal prescription for end
of the semester StresS. Here are a
few suggestioos to get you started
The Crazy Horse
Located at 1519 Main, The
Crazy Horse is an all-ages club

that featureS local acts and out-ofstale acts. Friday, Dec. 13 features
Hollywood record~ng artists
Electric Love Hogs and Funhouse
with opener Midline, will play at
8 p.m. Tickets are $5 advance at
Retrospect and Record Exchange
and $6 at the door.
Also featured at The Cmzy
Horse is the second annual Fur
Ball on Dec. 20 from 9 p.m. to

for Animals, a $5 donation is requested at the door. The Fur Ball
will feature The Dirt Fishermen,
Hardluck Shovel and Bricklayer.
The Ruby Slipper
Originally the home base for a
handful of local bands who needed
a place to pmctice, The Ruby
Slipper is a week-old club featuring acts such as HaId Luck Shovel,

them each Friday through De··
cember. The 21 and over club
opens its doors at 9 p.rn. and has a
$3 cover. The Ruby Slipper is located next to The Emerald Club
on 415 South 9th.
Tom Grainey's
This downtown pub will feature
Whirl on Dec. 13 and 14 upstairs.
FeltNeibhoors will be downstairs

around the cornei'~sOme well deserved fun will be easy to find in· ...
Boise's establishments. JUsta
sidenote: many local OOrswill
feature cab rides atarOOuced fare
or free of charge if money is
~
Remember to ask your
local bartender if theyfeatUre this
valuable service.
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Caustic J{esin
,every mQve~dan artist draws
Iife-size-creations'
behind the
drummer while they perform; ,
. Although shock value seems to'
plaY,an.importantrole in ~€l band,
, cortvfction lind'integntY are a priority, according ~lea4 vocalist
Brett NetsQn.""We're .trying to
encourageabltof egocentricity in
Bo~ sopeople don'thave jo go
to, bigger cities to see something
new and different, We're trying to
, ~ a chance and risk embarrassment So we csndosoineihing in- dividu3tWitiJ conviction."
, , The moniker Caustic Resin
emerged after II homemade beer
of the same name. The thick, dark
beer is similar to the thick and dark
sound of the band, according to
, N~n. The original goal was to
combine the creative forcesofThe
S~,~ Pistol's, Muddy Waters,
Naiarethand
Pink Floyd to
prOQiicea creative sound uniquely
their
,~ll me songs performed by the
ba,nd,an:~ri.gi,nal~:The songs are
: a ret1eC~6n;of.Jneriu~mbers: pyr-

own.,'

I
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sonallives and experiences and
are developed as a group. A typical set includes both thrash and a
few slower mixes, such as
Salamander.
Consistent with the group's
non-traditional practices, two
drummers are occasionally fea, tured during performances. The,
result is a double shot of percussion that lends a power punch to
their sets. A second percussionist
provides the perfect balance for
the quartet. according to drummer
James Dillion. "Pat Apter was the
original drummer, then Icame in.
We figured out that Iwas more
linear and Pat is more here and
there, so the mixture of the two
levels things out" Bass player and
vocalist Tom Romage completes
the band.
With many alternative bands
tuming mainstream, Caustic Resin
wonders where the originality has
gone. "The risk taking in the altemative scene is getting more and
more watered down," said Netson,
While they feel that this is a negative quality 'in the world of alternative music, they also believe that
bands such as Nirvana and

The Arbiter

A painting by artist Jeff

Boise State University

"egan. inspired

the performance are courtesy of
local artist Jeff Hogan, who has
drawn for the band since their
birth three years ago. While he
has an original idea of what he
wiIl create before he begins, like
most artists, the end result is often a surprise. Hogan can be
found drawing behind drummer
Dillion during the band's set.
What starts out as a black outline
transforms into a colorful, psy-

Photo by Jessica Dorris

by caustic ReSin

chedelic figure at the end ofihe
performance. His work is displayed throughout The Crazy
Horse, where the band frequently
performs.
With art, video and music,
Caustic Resin produces ail aesthetic feast for listeners who want
unique entertainment.
This,
Netson said, is all that they want
to accomplish. Well, almost "We
basically want to take over the
world," he said.

"
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Soundgarden lend some credibil·
ity to this genre because they bring
old fans with them as they grow
musically. How would they handle
sudden fame without losing their
individuality? "We would have to
develop a heavy addiction to
heroin," joked Dillion.
But seriously, Netson and company are committed to their music and to develohjng new sounds
for local music fans. "Our goal is
to produce the same effect people
have on drugs through our music
,. 'without using drugs to get there.
A psychedelic experience without
drugs. We would like to affect
people the same way Salvadore
Dali effects us,"Netson said.
The working class ethic enters
into the lyrical content of Caustic
Resin becauseitis their way of life,
Dillion said.
"We feel like the establishment
is Charlemagne and we're the
witches that are living in the dark
forest. We're getting persecuted
everyday. It's kind of a romantic
pagan sort of thing but there's a
fine line between being a pagan
and white trash:'
The artistic happenings during

•
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,Festival
'Of '
'.
.o.:".
Ceramics
Dec 14-16

Holiday tights
Tour Dec 7-11
The glory of holiday lights at
Boise area homes has long been a

tradition in the Treasure Valley.
This season's display promises to
outshine past years as local
homeowners pan unprecedented
patterns of brilliant Yule lights for
their homes and lawns in the three
weeks before Christmas.
Boise area residents and visitors will have an opportunity to '
view the holiday lights from the
comfort and warmth of the Boise
Tour Train Trolley in nightly
tours scheduled Dec. 7-21. The
trolley (enclosed and heated) is
operated by professional drivers.
';j'

The trolley will pick up passengers at West Part Towne Plaza on
Milwaukee Avenue between West
Park and Emerald at 6, 7 and 8
p.m, for a 50-minute tour of holiday lights. Admission is $6 adults,
$5 seniors, $4 for children ages 12
and under. Tickets go on sale Nov.
25 at any Select-a-Seat outlet
To purchase tickets by phone
call 385-1766 or385·1110.

American Festival Ballet will
present The Nutcracker Ballet at
2 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Dec. 21 and
2 p.m, Dec. 22 at the Morrison
Center.
The music
of
Tchaikovsky will be played by the
Boise Philharmonic Orchestra
with members of the Boise Master Chorale.
For ticket information call 3851110 or 385-1766.

The Nutcracker
Ballet Dec 21- 22

Send your event news to Campus Culture, 16031h University
Drive, Boise, 10, 83725

.

.; .',1(Y9~'~
J!'9king\ for a ,?n~f\ aiK-in,d;.G,~~\JllI\I'JI;e,l}~~~c.J.9r
: S~\!IIl9!'P,~r<?U;~
\\;~f,~
, auend :the~SU:Festival
of
, Ceramics from JOa.m"io 5 p.m.
Dec. 14-16. Original works by
about 25 Boise State University
, students, faculty and alumni will
be showcased at the semi-annual
: show ahd Sale inthe,BSU Gallery
: of Art'ill'The:Liber3I Arts Building.
Plenty of parking will be available Saturday and Sunday in the
Liberal Arts and Administration
parking lots near the Special
( ... Events Center on University Drive.
Proceeds from the show help
fund guest artist workshops such
as me one given earlier this fall by
Australian artist Sandra Black.
For moreinfomiation, call BSU
Art ProfessorJohn Takehara at
385-3205. '

Get Turned On
Tired of being
without a phone?

, . .e

Regardless of back bills,
service can be back in
3-5days!
Not bavingaphone, ••ls
like having your Ufe on
hobL,'"
:,
-Wait no Longer

-No Credit
Requirements
, -No Large Deposits
: Sin].ply pay one small
activation charge. '
: TAKE YOURSELF
, HOLD ... CAIL
U.S. TEL ASSIST

NOW
1-800-369-5385
,

Remember.Ypucan'tcall

91I'Wheo'yoo'don'fhave a '
hone,~,-",·-·,..

..,~, ~ .' --

You Deserve More
Than Labels.
Labels
alone aren't enough if you're shopping for
the latest ski gear. You also need experienced salespeople who
can answer all of your questions before you buy. Our
staff is trained to know our merchandise inside and out, and
how to fit your needs.
We offer more than price tags. You'll notice that
prices don't vary as much on ski equipment as they used to
•.. but what you get for your money does. At Greenwood's,
you'll get good prices and great service - just what you
deserve. For example, if you buy your new 1991-92 skis
from us, they'll match your abilities plus you'll get free
tuning for the entire 1991-92 ski seaso, and when you
buy ski boots from Greenwood's, the fit is guaranteed. We
can even help you get the most "life" out of your boots by
re-fitting them over the years.
If you want quality and service,
you want,Greenwood'8
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Varbanova, the center of attention

~~~~host: fwenHethloumey

say move over Virginia, Tennessee, and Texas here comes
Boise State University?
DaUgherty can. I can
and soon you will be able

to.

Matt Fritsch

The format of the tournament
has changed over the years. .To
reach the championships, a team
must first qualify by winning or
placing second in a sectional tournament To qualify for a sectional
tournament, a team must win any
of the regular season tournaments
held across the country.
Teams from Boise State that
have competed in the national
tournament include the 1981
men's team and the 1983-85
women's team.
Greg Hampton, Recreation
Center Manager, is the adviserl
coach of the men's and women's
team and is no stranger to the
bowling program.
Hampton
bowled for the team while attending BSC from 1968.to 1972. He
assumed the rei ns as head coach
in 1974.and hasn't looked back
yet HamptOn is asSisted by volunteer coach Tom Pedersen.
Currently, the Broncos do not
belong to a bowling conference.

By Matt Fritsch .
Sports Editor
Boise State College bowling
Coach Kent Kehlez had a vision
in 1971.
It was his dream to create an
annual tournament pitting the best
collegiate bowling teams against
one another to decide which team
the best in the country. Kehler
pursued that dream, and on April
7,1972BoiseStateCollegehosted
the first ever National Collegiate
Bowling Championships.
The tournament featured six
men's teams and six women's
teams from across America.
Colorado State captured the men 's
title and Oklahoma State bagged
the women's crown.
.
The Broncos hosted the tournament again in 1973. In 1974 no.
. tournament was held. But; in
;1975 the National Bowling
Council sponscxed the tournament
and has been underwriting the
costs ever since.

was

STOR~IT
GOING ~OME FOR THE HOLIDAYS??
, CALL 376-8750-STOR.ITWIU

In the early 70's the teams competed in the Intermountain Bowling Conference.
. The IBC
consisted of teams from BSU,
Idaho State University, University
of Utah, Utah State, Brigham
Young University and Webez State
University. The conference disbanded after six years for
fi-

nancial reasons.
Funding continues to be a problem for the team because the team
does ~ot receive athletic scholarship money. Monies are raised by
selling advertising spots on their
sponsor board located in the Recreation Center. They also hold a
bowl-a-then with proceeds going
to the team. Each year the team
raises
between $4,000 to
$5,000. The money enables the
team to navel to eight tournaments
each y~.
,ji:~' 4;.,..
"
The Bronoosiiosted the BSU
Annual Invitational
Bowling

Quick, name the BSU basketball player who led the team, Big
Sky Conference, and came second in the nation in shooting
percentage last year.
Lance Vaughn'! Doubt it.
Billy Fikes? Unlikely. Tanoka
Beard? Wrong again. Need
some clues? I thought so.
Clue#l: Afreshmanaccomplished this feat
Clue #2: The person is. a sixfoot-four center.
Clue#3: It'snotaguy.lt'sa
woman.
Lidiya Varbanova
is her
name. Yes, I know you are
asking yourself, "Who in the
heck is Lidiya Varbanova?"
Lidiya Varbanova is going to
lead the BSUWomen's Basketball team to heights never
achieved by any other BSU
basketball team, women or men.
When coach June Daugherty
signed Varbanova, you can be
dang sure she was salivating like
a Pavlovian dog. She knew, as
we will all soon know, that
Varbanova'is
a-Prime Time

P1ayez •.Can YO\{ll$Y"fl'llllCbish

Player? Cari you say top twenty?
Can you say top ten? Can you

Varbanova will not be the
only reason the Broncos rise like
cream to the top of the Big Sky
and the nation-at-large. She is
surrounded by highly competitive, gifted athletes who
don't know the word "quit,"
Guards Lyndsie Rico and
Shelly Wright are the field
commanders who guide the explosive offensive attack, running
and gunning for the quick kill
and directing the stifling press
defensively. When they need a
spell, Freshman phenom Tricia
Bader is in quickly with no less
firepower than the others.
Forwards April Cline, BarbaraKoenig,andLisaWorkman
"'
have taken the inside-outside
game to a higher level than it has
ever been before.
The master planner however,
is Daugherty. BSU took a major
step forward in hiring Daugherty
three years ago. Daugherty is on
the same level as Tara
VanDerveezof Stailford,or Jady
Conradt of the University of
Texas.
Her ability to take a team, that
five to eight years ago wallowed
in the trough of mediocrity, and
elevate that team to the upper
echelons of the Big Sky Conference will not go unheralded.
Mark
words ... before
'"
'Varbanova and 'ller compan.'iot"
'trenatfotii~}'J;orroIOVaprclC'!iP."
their sheepskin there wilt' be
banners to hang from the rafters .:

my

see Bowling on page 11
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-National Student Exchange Coordinator

-STOR" YOUR 'TREASURES" UNTIL YOU RElVRN!!

**
**
**
**

24 HOUR ACCESS **
VISA,&MCACCEPTED
**
REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT **
COMPUTERIZED ACCESS **
on site resident managers
~ight lighted/fenced
** WE PROVIDE A LOCK **

"s

-Personnel Selection Director
EXPIRES.FEB. I, 1992

***** •• ***Sl-lARE A STORAGE,WITH

A FRIEND *** ......

-College of Business Senator
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Also. check the committees list in the
ASBSU office for openings!

These are part-time positions;' we work around your schedule! The jobs pay
$200.00 per month and the require approximately 1(}-15hours per week. Full,
job descriptons are available at the ASBSU offices. located in the new SUB
addition.
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By'ScOtt Samples
Staff Writer .::
nYiSSn'tparticuladypretty, but·
the Boise State men's basketball
team did it
They did' not shootineredibly
weU;arnltheyuimedtheballove,
frequently ,bul the BSU squad
won their touriwnent, the Real
Dairy Classic.
The Broncos destroyed Sacra.!mento'State 87-60 in their first
game, and then slipped past
Stephen F. Austin University 635~ in the championship game.
These mark the first wins of the
season for BSU, upping its record
to' 2-3. Even though the Broncos
don't have a winning record yet,
the wins should'give them much
needed confidence.
"Until you win you're not sure
if you can win," head coach Bobby
Dye said after the game against
SFU. "It's important to learn how
to win close games like this. They
really pulled together."
.' ,
:BoiseState made up for its
) ~Oolish shooting by playing excellent defense. Against SFU the
Broncos forced 18 turnovers.
During the game against
Sacramento State BSU force d 17
turnovers.
Defense was especially importantdown the stretch againstSFA.
With 2:15 left in the game, Boise
State was up 58-55. The Broncos

tried to drain I1ieclock:while stifling the Lwnberjacks' offense;
forward Billy Fikes stepped up io
meet the ulsk. Heintereepted one
ball in the paint and had two
blocked shots in the last two minutesw.JWe.keepingthe Lumberjack pOSts from scoring in the lane.
"At the half Coach let us know
what the stakes were. We figured
it'd be close at the end, so we had
to play harder and.tum it up a
coupleofnotches,"Flkessaid.
The Lumberjacks were leading

"Until you win,
you're not sure if you
Cap•• .It's lmportamto
win close games like
this. They really
pulled together."
-Bobby Dye
the Broncos 27-26 at halftime, but
Boise State went on a 16-1 run to
start the half. CenterTanoka Beard
rattled off eight points during the
run and finished with 18 points to
lead all scorers. Jermaine
Haliburton added five during the
stretch.
"Coach said to tum it up a notch,
so we did," said Haliburton, who

l

"

ended up with 16 points, "We felt'
loose and came tOgether. The two
wins are a boost and we're starting to gel:'
....
'fhrOughout the tournament the
Broncos were having a hard time
getting anything .to drop,espe7.·
cially from tJuee.pointland In the
first half againSt the tumbeijacks,
Boise State shot a woeful 10 percent from the three~point line,
sinkingonlyloflO.
But in the second half, the
Broncosfound their range. Guaid
Lance VIlughn caught fire, hitting
four straight treys: Vaughn put up
,13shots,alIofthemtJuee.poinlt'lS,·
and made five of them, ending
with 15 points.'
"We couldn't throw the ball in
the ocean from three-point range,
but then Vaughn hit four in arow,"

1

,.J,

" ~l
...

Dye said.
The game Friday against
Sacramente State was somewhat
sloppy. Boise State turned the ball
over 19 times while the Hornets
gave it up 17. The Broncos shot
.558forthegamenndtheird~fense
smothered Sacramento. The Hornets only shot.333 for the game.
Boise State began to pull away
in the middle of the second half,
pullingouta28-14 runto close the
game. Beard led all scorers, this
time with 21 points. FIkes added
16 while Haliburton and Michael
Trotter had 13.
The Broncos dominated the
Real Dairy Classic all-tournament
team. Haliburton and Fikes were
both named to the team and Beard
was tabbed as the tournament's
most valuable player.
Boise State plays at home again
this week, taking on the University
of San Francisco Tuesday. ,The
Broncos will play, CalifomiaState,
Northridge on'Friday.
.
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Tanoka Beard twists and turns to dump off an
easy hoop during the Real Daily Classic.

Men's' Basketball SChedule
-Dec. 10
-Dec. 13
-Dec. 18
-Dec. 20
, -Dec. 27
-Dec. 28
~Jan.2
-Jan, 4

-Jan.l 1

University of San Francisco
California State-I Iorthridge
St. Mary's
U ofC-8an Diego
Albertson's Holiday Classic
.
Western Michigan vs. Hofstra
BSU vs. Air Force .
.
Championship Game
at Northern Arizona
at Nevada
.
at Idaho

.

.»
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Boise state Broncos split pair in Oregon. .•
BSU rolls overs OSU, .falls to U of 0

By Scott. Samples
StaffWnter
Theroadisn'tsuchabadplace
after all, for the Boise State
women's basketball team.
T.he Broncos spli~ with two
Pacific 10 teams, beating Oregon
State 71·57 and losing to the University of Oregon 72-65. The
series left BSU with a season
record of 3-1.
Bronco Head Coach June
Daugherty said she was pleased
with her teams' performance,
despite the loss.
"We feel real good as a coaching staff and as a team about the
games. We almost beat two really
strong Pac-l0 teams," she said.
In Friday's game against
Oregon, Boise State kept the game
close, despite turning the ball over
29 times.
"We committed too many turnovers," Daugherty said. "We

didn't get shots off quick enough
and didn't execute the offense the
way we wanted." Despite the
amount of turnovers and poor free
throw shooting, Daugherty said
the team played well.
The Broncos were led offensively by Lidiya Varbanova and
Angie Evans, both of whom
scored 14 points, and Wendy
Myers hit for 13. Varbanova also
pulled down a game-high eight
rebounds,
Boise State was ferocious on the
boards, out rebounding the Ducks
36-31. Itmarks the third game this
season the Broncos have beaten
their opponents in rebounding
Daugherty said she was happy
about beating the Ducks on the
boards. She was also pleased with
Varbanova's performance against
bigger opponents.
"She scored 14 points against 6
foot 3 inches and 6 foot 4 inch

girls.and we out rebounded them,"
she said. "We worked hard on
rebounding in practice and the
pre-season."
The Broncos dominated Oregon
State on Wednesday, defeating the
Beavers by 14 points. Boise State
was led by Varbanova, who scored
21 and led the team with seven
rebounds. April Cline added 18
points and Tricia Bader carne off
the bench to put in 13 points and a
pair of assists.
Boise State out rebounded OSU,
pulling down 49 boards to .the
Beavers' 33.·However, the Broncos had some trouble holding onto
the ball against OSU, as they gave
up the ball 23 times. However,
theBeavershad27turnoversduring the game.
Boise State is gaining experiencequickly, Daugherty said. But
she attributed much of the
Broncos success to the seniors.

Student's excellence recognized
children through the BSU Summer Youth Program. FISher said
she enjoys the program forchildren
between the ages of 8-14.
"It's fun to watch how much
they grow from year to year," she
said. "It's an opportunity for kids
to get out and do something in the
summer."
In addition to the youth program, Fisher coached the fifth and
sixth grade girls basketball team
for the past two years and is .
currently teaching physical education at Capital High School.

By Demise Martinez
Special to The Arbiter
Whether coaching basketball,
student teaching or striving to
enrich BSU's course curriculum,
Lennette Fisher likes a challenge.
Fisher is the fourth student from
BSU to be awarded the Recreation
and Dance Outstanding Physical
Education Major of the Year.
A 1980 graduate of Ontario
High School, Fisher married soon
after and spent four years as a wife
and mother, but "I always wanted
to go to college," she said. And
that's exactly what she did. She
started out as a business major at
Southern Utah State College for
one year before moving to Boise
and changing her major to Physial Education-teaching
with a
thminor.
Fisher stated that she became
volved in the fitness field
use it affects all other aspects
a person's life, especially when
ught to children. "Your physical
ell-being intertwines
with
very thing you do in life," she
id, "[Childrens] physical welling will be with them for the rest
f their life."
Fisher has spent the last four
ummers teaching volleyball, her
favorite sport, and weip,htliftinK to

"Your physical well-being
intertwines with everything
you do in life,"
"
-Lennette
Fisher
Fisher said she believes it is
important for a student to get
involved in their chosen field of
interest as soon as possible. "That
way you really learn if that's
you really want to do," she said.
Although Fisher is a single
parent working her way through
school, she still finds the time to
devote to campus and community
service. She was a member of the
Physical Education Major's Club
for the past four years and served
as their co-president last year.

what

In addition, Fisher Said has attended nine national, regional and
state conventions that helped her
in planning for the future. She was
invited to attend the convention for
the Montana Association for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance to give a presentation on developing a club on
their campus.
In addition to her work abroad,
Fisher devotes much of her time
to the students at BSU. She helped
develop a scholarship fund for
physical education majors, taught
golf to students in the American
University Asian Program and
helped develop. an in-service
prograntiIithePhysicllI Edbcatibn' .
department. Tli'effi2~rvice program offers classes Fisher and
other physical education majors
felt were important to their field
of study, but not offered in the
standard curriculum. Classes
include Soccer and Badminton.
Fisher is a senior and plans to
graduate at the end of the fall
semester. She said she hopes to
find a teaehingjob in Boise. "I1ove
it here. There's such variety and
so many things to do," she said.
Fisher offered advice to other
students, "Get involved in your
fIeld of study and get to know your
.faculty and resources around you."

"Right now it's not so much
experience, but seniorleadership.
They're very vocal on and off the
bench," she said.
The Broncos are bound to need
tile senior leadership soon. BSU
will be playing Washington State
University, another Pac-lO team,
on Tuesday and Brigham Young

-oee, 4

at Oregon State
University
at University of Oregon
.oDec.6
'Brigham Young
-Dec 10
University
Washington State
-Dec, 14
University
-Dec. 21-22 Albertson's Holiday Classic
Boise State vs. Arkansas State
Championship and Consolation Games
-neezz
University
of Utah
oDec.31
Northern Arizona University
oJan.2
University of Nevada
oJan.4
at Gonzaga University
-Jan, 8
University ofIdaho .
oJan.ll

Bowling
Tournament last Friday and
again this year, but this is pretty
Saturday at Meridian Lanes, in
darn cool. We were all on our
Meridian. Teams of men and
game."
women from BSU, Weber State,
Throughout the tournament the
Washington State, Idaho, Utah;
women's teams were audibly
MontanaStateparticipated. Ricks
cheering one another, which
College was only represented by
resounded throughout the alleys:
a men's team.The Broncos had
Incorttrast,.the men's teams went.
two men's teams and one
abQu(tii¢li&limeswithabusineSs~
women's team competing.
like demeanor; rarely-cracking a
Scoring was based on the
smile but quick to grimace when
Peterson Format. In this format
the pins were not falling.
teams of five members compete
When the final pin fell the
head-to-head with five other
. Cougars
had" successfully
g
Play.ers f.ro.\llB:R, '.o.p.po
...S.i
..n. .team..d~f,.~. n~IlU!~_;U~;Le(.;.·.'~"'
....~.
: ""
The~,.rJ.f~Y~~Q~t.for;;:.~~~
.~~.
~I
each ~eJt
WJ~S aJt.dl~·pomts,~·~,,;~~:~jf~C~dWynn~.
_.~:
for ~.vmg the highest. pm count.: . Re~~~n~g!i1en, GyndiMc;Coy,
Additionally, a team IS awarded
and TristaRoss-made up the
one point for each one hundred
women's team. On the Men's "A" ,
pins in the pin count.
team were Tony Raymond, Jeff
The Washington State Cougars
Wiech\UiU,Ul,Chris ",?un~,Kelly
swept the tournament with the
,Kin~elpergerandJasscnMitc"ell.,
&,
women's team breezing to a win' 'The
"B"'team-consiste'dofTinf
and the men's team snatching the
Breen, Russ Anderson;r.ee'Boyle,
victory from the jaws of Weber
and Craig Kenyon.
' ..
State in the final game of the 12
Wiechrriann had the high game
game series.
of the tournament for the Bronco
Washington State Sophomore
men wilh a 258 piii count, and
Shannon Steggell was ecstatic
Hampton had a 225 game.
about the results. "We took third
National Woim8iioncoUrtesy~f . .,
last year (behind Utah, and BSU),
The Woman Bowler ..
and we thought it would be tough
f
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MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE
Every S,/ldoll is EUgible
for FinDncial Aid· ...
Comprebellslve.Databue

,

Women's BaSketball SChedule

We can help
youfind

o

.

University, a W~te~ Athletic
Conference team on Saturday,
Daughertysaid,playing stronger
teams now will be helpful in the
future.
'
"When you play those people
early it comes back later in the ,
season," she said. "We're learning from everything."
.
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,,"Sure I get angry ,'!Mathie said:
She said the man who killed her
sister is on 'death row but still has
conjugal visits. His wife is pregnant now. "It really angers me. I
~uidloveformy
sister to have
" been able to have children,"
Mathie said she believes the
anger and grief are necessary for
the process of closure. She said she
knows her life will never be the
same, but after seven years it has
become easier. She largely credits
the support she received from
POMC for that transition.
f.",Mathie said she isn't looking for
revenge. She just wants convicted
murderers kept off the streets.
"I don't care if they kill him or
not," she said. "Giving him the
death penalty guarantees that he
will at least spend his life in prison;
safely locked away from society.
Mrs. West agreed. "I want my
son's killers to be caught only to
keep them from doing more
harm," she said. "But after all this
time it wouldn't help me. It would
just start it allover again,"
Emotional support remains the
keystone of POMC, but they are
..... dealing with other issues, too.
"We want to see changes in
pardons and parole," Mathie said.
"We want a survivor of it murder
victim on the parole board. And
we don't want convicted killers out
on work release."
POMC provides support, information and education for survivors
as they make their way through the
criminal justice system. The group
notifies survivors about upcoming
trials, appeals and parole hearings.
Cory Ryan, victim-witness coordinator for Boise City, said she
has referred survivors to POMC.
"It makes a world of difference
" for these people to connect with
someone who's been through
scmething' similar," she said.
Ryan said everyone benefits
from the survivors' association
with POMC. They recover more
quickly, and the information and
education alleviate their anxiety
about court proceedings. Survivors
) are more motivated to cooperate
with the prosecution and make
better witnesses, which leads to
more convictions.
Laurie Elsenbeiss, victim-witness coordinator for the Ada

County prosecuting attorney's office, agreed with Ryan.
"POMC provides emotional
support by being there in the
courtroom," she said. "This also
causes the judge to see that there are
interested parties in the community.
"It's important that these people
not be re-victimized," she said.
Victims were just pieces of evidence 10 or 15 years 'ago,
Eisenbeiss said. Prosecuting attorneys forgot about them. .They
had no input in the case.
But things have changed, due
largely to victims' rights advocates. Ryan credited former Attorney General Jim Jones with
bringing victims' rights into focus
in Idaho. He introduced legislation
in 1984 that would have required
convicted criminals to pay restitution to their victims, she said. "It
failed, but it opened the door for
legislation that did pass,"
1985 was similar to the legislation
we introduced in 1984," Jones
said. "It provides restitution from
the criminal. The Crime Victims
Compensation
Act was also
passed in 1985; and it provided
compensation from a state fund.
We did not introduce thatlegislation, but we supported it,"
Ryan said current laws also give
victims and survivors legal rights
to participate in prosecution.
Besides educating the survivors,
POMC wants to educate the public, too.
"Most people think it can't
happen to them, but people canjust
be hanging around and get murdered," Mathie said. "Look at what
happened in Ketchum, and in
Kileen (Texas), Those people were
just walking down the street, just
'eating lunch. It can happen to
anyone,"
Mainly, POMC members are
just trying to help each other survive their ordeals.
Holidays-especially
Christmas--are hard for everyone, Mrs:
West said. "You almost wish
holidays wouldn't come around."
It has been more than 10 years
since theirsoo was murdered, but the
Wests continue with POMC. They
need to both give and receive the
unique support the group provides.
But Mrs. West offers perhaps
the most important reason for their
work with POMC: "It helps us
remember our son,"

Insurance
students for an additional fee of
$71. Students pay for the policy at
the same time they pay for tuition,
but have the option of terminating
their policies arid have premiums
refunded during the semester. This
fall over 3,000 students opted to
have their policies terminated.
Although some students may
already have insurance other than
thatoffered by the university, other
students have mistakenly assumed
they were covered by another
insurance plan, such as their parents, said Ted Arellano, BSU
student insurance advocate.
Arellano said he has had fielded
numerous calls from student's
parents who inquire why their
children aren't covered under the
student medical insurance plan.
However, this in not the major gripe concerning the student
top complaints from students
revolve around the insurance,
premium's refund policy. Students
have a 10 business-day time limit
to apply for their insurance refund.
Many students complain that the
time limit is too short and not
publicized enough, Arellano said.
He said many students are stuck
with the insurance policy before
they have a chance to apply for the
premium.
However, Arellano said the
refund policy must remain the way
it is. The insurance company is a
business, and just like any other
business, it cannot be strung along
indefinitely, he said. Students are

In the Boise area, there are 175

positive cases of HIV, according
to the same report
'
However,
Wendy
Den
Hurder, a registered nurse epidemiologist said the reported cases
are only "about half of what's
really out there," Den Hurder said
she has a new HIV-positive case
every week. "Some of them are
teen-agers that name numerous
partners," she said.
In addition to AIDS, other
SID's are on the rise, according
to the report. STD's such as
gonorrhea, syphilis and genital
warts have increased in Idaho, and
genital warts are quickly becoming the most widely spread disease
in the United States.

Make $500-$1000
weekly
stuffing envelopes at home! Start
now-rush S.A.S.E. plus $1.00 to
home employers, 2301 Kent #8
Las Cruces, NM 8801.
JOBS WANTED
Professional typing at reasonable prices! 00362-3192.
, TRIPTRADES
.Round trip ticket from BoiseDenver leaves Dec 20th, returns
Jan 2nd $300.00. OO3~5364.
. FOR SALE OR RENT
ForSale: 1987 Honda Aero
Scooter. Great condition, only
1210 miles. $450 aBO. Call
368-0103 for more infQl1narlon.

for rent: two.bedroom

duplex

,w.th garage ;Ii1d enclosed yard.
CCntralair and heating,

.

Other STD's have diminished, but not by a significant
amount, Den Hurder said. The
number of reported chlamydia
cases decreased from 2,277 in
1990 to 2,140 in 1991. Chlamydia is' the number one STD in
Idaho, Den Hurder said. Herpes
has also declined. The number of'
new cases reported at the end of
1990 totaled 470, while the figure
at the end of 1991 is 436. Den
Hurder said 70 percent of all SID
cases in Idaho fall in the age range
of 15-year-olds to 24-year-olds.
However, there are solutions
to avoiding the SID curse .: The
best way to avoid transmission of
SID's is abstinence, Den Hurder
said. If that option is not feasible,
a latex condom with Nonoxnol-9
is the next safest option, she said .

washer/dryer,lawn cared for,
water and garbage paid. $450/
month. Call 376-3843.
PERSONALS

HIV
You CAN'T get it from donating blood or plasma, collection'
materials are destroyed after each
use. Your Plasma will be tested
for HIV every donation & you will
have the satisfaction of knowing
your plasma is contributing to a
safe supplyy. Itis also an easy way
to earn extra cash. Come to
American Plasma Systems. 1021
Boradway, 338-0613, open 9-6
Tues-Wed; 9-5 Fri-8at
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fjrounas for Coffee

I

Legal '.Brew·

•

• Espresso • Laue • Cappuccino
• Sandwiches· Pastry ~Whole Bean
Convenient-Drive Thru Service

•
•
•

t1j{

•
•
•
•
•

1289 Protest Road
Boise. Idaho 83706

Buy One "Brew or the Day"

•

•

'(208) 336.5747

Get one

•

Free with coupon,
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Kememberto
get your
refund during

tbefoUoWing
dates:

January 13-17'0
January 21-24
January 27-28
dental insurance plan for BSU
, students with Michelle Keller, an ..
agent of the New York Life
Insurance Co.
Burney said Keller told him that
a health maintenance organization,
dental plan might be arranged for
about $5 to $8 per month, per
student,
Burney is still waiting to hear
more from Keller on this matter
and will announce him findings
when the information becomes
available. If a deal is struck, this
would put BSU on par with several other major colleges and universities, with regard to low-cost
dental care for its students.

Condoms

S1Ds

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
HOUDA Y HELP Needed.
$360/wk Full-time, $180/wk Parttime, Flexible hours, permanent
and temporary positions available.
No experience needed, will train.
CalI377-053210AM-2PM

covered under the policy until they
request to Cancel it, In the interim,
the insurance company is providing free coverage, and 10 days is
all they are willing to provide, he
said.
However, due to an administrative error in a bulletin, there will
be a one day extension on the
medical insurance refund policy
for spring semester.
The refund period for spring
semester are scheduled as follows:
Jan. 13 to 17, Jan. 21 to 24, and
Jan. 27 to 28.
But what about those among us
at BSU who have a real need for
medical insurance? And just how
good is the policy?
Ricki Rose Jones, an insurance
agent for the Richard Cooke
Agency in Boise, had some good
things to say concerning the BSU
medical insurance policy. ''This is
dynamite policy for accidents,"
to $2,500 for accident, she said.
Most policies usually cut off at
$300, and after that amount, they
pay 80 percent, she said.
The student medical insurance
policy is up for bids and is renegotiated every five years, said Ed
Caron of Capital Planning Ser-'
vices Inc., a Boise company that
administers
the BSU policy
underwrittenby the John Hancock
insurance company of Boston.
Caron said there are four years
remaining on the current policy
contract.
Matt Burney, ASBSU vice
president, is currently negotiating
for a low-cost, comprehensive,

•

Nonoxynol-9 kills the HIV virus.
For condom advice, Den
Hurder recommended any U.S. or
European brands. However, she
said it is important to read the directions for using condoms. Most
cases of condom breakage occurs
because of misuse, she said.
Finally, Den Hurder said
it is important to be choosy about
lubricants. It is important to stay
away from petroleum-based 11,1bricants such as Vaseline because
they can break down 90 percent
of'acondom's latex in 60 seconds.

receive any complaints from
students or the Boise community
regarding the installation
of
condom machines. ''People in the
community felt BSU still could
do more," he said Although BSU
offers courses that teach AIDS
education, Selland said campus
opinion that he has heard is that
the only solution to the AIDS
problem is a change in lifestyles
and giving students proper information. "Education is the major
element in controlling AIDS," h~
said.

Best Western Burley Inn
and Convention Center
Special for College Students
Dec. 21 - 30 1991 ONLY
Enjoy Our:
• Coffee Shop Open 6:00am to 1:30pm
• Our Syringa's Dining Room
• Caldron Linn Lounge
• Great Hospitality
• Fantastic Family Skiing Packages
• Enjoy Just Relaxing
Special

Rates for a Limited

Time (Dec. 21-Dec. 30 1991)

Reservations Required
Space Availability Limited
College Student I.D. Required

For Reservations, Call
1-800-635-4952
800N. Overland Ave • 1-84 Exit208
Burley, Idaho 83318

